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Abstract—Visual Analytics enables a deep analysis of 

complex and multivariate data by applying machine learning 

methods and interactive visualization. These complex analyses 

lead to gain insights and knowledge for a variety of analytics 

tasks to enable the decision-making process. The enablement of 

decision-making processes is essential for managing and 

planning mobility and transportation. These are influenced by 

a variety of indicators such as new technological developments, 

ecological and economic changes, political decisions and in 

particular humans’ mobility behaviour. New technologies will 

lead to a different mobility behaviour with other constraints. 

These changes in mobility behaviour require analytical systems 

to forecast the required information and probably appearing 

changes. These systems must consider different perspectives and 

employ multiple indicators. Visual Analytics enable such 

analytical tasks. We introduce in this paper the main indicators 

for Visual Analytics for mobility and transportation that are 

exemplary explained through two case studies.  
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I. INTRODUCTION

Visual Analytics combines machine learning methods with 

interactive visualizations to enable analysing complex 

correlations, predicting future scenarios or detecting patterns. 

The analytical capabilities of Visual Analytics are due to the 

mixed usage of machine and human intelligence much greater 

than exclusive machine learning approaches, but still limited 

to the correct choice of data and methods.  

Mobility and transportation are since few years subject of 

research in a variety of research communities. Heterogenous 

data and analysis tasks are related to this area and enable 

through Visual Analytics appropriate analysis capabilities. 

The related data can be assigned to indicators that are relevant 

for mobility and mobility research. These indicators include 

indications for analysing the infrastructure, technological 

development, mobility behaviour etc. and the related data 

provide enough information to analyse the entire domain in a 

systematic and useful way. To enable appropriate analysis 

and decision-making in the area of mobility and logistics, it 

is essential to work out and classify the related indicators in 

an enough was and relate those with data that are not 

necessarily from the same domain. Such a systemic few on 

indicators and related data does not exist to our best of 

knowledge and would fill a massive gap in applying Visual 

Analytics for mobility and transportation.  

We introduce in this paper first the main idea of Visual 

Analytics with the most influential data classification to 

illustrate the existing gaps. Bases on works form both areas, 

Visual Analytics and mobility, we introduce a systematic 

view and classification of indicators in mobility and 

transportation and relate them to appropriate data. We 

conclude this paper with two different application scenarios 

that are using different indicators to illustrate the added value. 

Our main contribution is a revised classification of relevant 

indicators and the relation to data.  

II. VISUAL ANALYTICS

Visual Analytics is widely used for analysing a variety of 

complex tasks. According to Thomas and Cook “Visual 

analytics is the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by 

interactive visual interfaces” [1]. This definition emphasizes 

the “overwhelming amounts of disparate, conflicting, and 

dynamic information” [1] in particular for security related 

analysis tasks. One of the main aspects of Visual Analytics is 

to “detect the expected and discover the unexpected” [1] 

“from massive and ambiguous data” [31]. They outlined that 

the main areas of the interdisciplinary field of Visual 

Analytics are: 

• “Analytical reasoning techniques: for obtaining insights

and support analytical tasks such as decision making”

[1, 2].

• “Visual representations and interaction techniques: for

enabling users to explore and understand large amounts

of data and interact with them with their visual

perception abilities” [1, 2].

• “Data representations and transformations: to convert

all types of data, even conflicting and dynamic, to

support visualization and analysis” [1, 2].

• “Production, presentation and dissemination: to provide

a reporting ability for a broader audience and

communicate the analysis results” [1, 2].



“This definition gained a series of revisions to precise the 

abstract formulation” [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. A more precise definition 

was provided by Keim et al., who defined Visual Analytics 

as combination of automated analysis techniques with 

interactive visualizations [7]. Thereby, Visual Analytics 

leads to a more “effective understanding, reasoning and 

decision making“ [7].  

“Nowadays the “automated analysis” is performed 

through machine learning and artificial intelligence methods. 

Through this enhancement, Visual Analytics combines 

machine learning methods with interactive visualizations to 

reveal insights” [32]. Thereby, the human plays an essential 

role, since the entire process of analysing large amount of 

data through interactive visualizations incorporates human’s 

intelligence and acquiring knowledge. Gathering insights, 

gaining knowledge and enabling reasoning and analysis are 

integral part of Visual Analytics [8]. “The research on Visual 

Analytics is closely related to the topics of Data Science. 

Both areas seek to enhance the knowledge discovery process 

using machine learning, data mining and artificial 

intelligence methods. Visual Analytics, however, allows 

commonly a direct manipulation of the underlying models 

through interactive graphical representations of data” [32]. 

Beside automated analysis methods and human’s 

interaction, data and data characteristics. Andrienko et al. 

proposed three fundamental types of spatial-temporal data in 

context of mobility and transportation: 

• “Spatial event data.” [9, 10].

• “Trajectories of moving objects”. [9, 10].

• “Spatial time series” [9, 10].

Spatial event data are related to spatial events emerging 

on locations on a certain time and exit for a limited time [10]. 

Examples for this kind of events could be accidents, 

roadworks or traffic jams. A further classification could be 

made by planned and unplanned spatial events that was not 

addressed by Andrienko et al. Roadworks or police 

inspections could be classified as planned roadwork and 

accidents or traffic jams are commonly not planned. This 

issue needs further investigation, since planned spatial events 

could be managed thoroughly though Visual Analytics. 

Trajectories of moving data are according to Andrienko et al. 

“chronologically ordered sequences of records that describe 

the spatial positions of movement at different times” [10]. 

Examples for trajectory of moving objects could be the 

moving path of cars, busses or taxis. These paths could be of 

great interest for analytics since they provide information 

about which routes on what times are frequently used. 

Various decision could be examined through these data, 

e.g. traffic light switching to reduce traffic jam. A recent

example was provided by Afonso et al. (see Fig.1) with so

called rose diagrams [11].

Andrienko et al. define spatial time series data as 

“chronologically ordered sequences of values of time-variant 

thematic attributes associated with fixed spatial locations or 

stationary spatial objects” [10, p. 4]. Examples for such 

objects may be segments of streets or public transportation 

stops [10]. Thereby, certain values of the spatial time series 

data change over time. For example, the speed of cars on a 

certain street segment or the amount of people in 

transportation stop. According to Andrienko et al. trajectories 

are the most complex data for analytics [10].  

Fig. 1. RoseTrajVis: Trajectory visualization with rose diagrams [11, p. 4]. 

The data typology provided by Adrienko et al. [9, 10] is a 

great contribution to the area Visual Analytics. In fact, they 

have investigated a great number of systems, approaches and 

existing data to provide such kind of typology.  

However, the main question remains: 

• For what should these data be analysed?

• What kind of indicators require which kind of data for

what kind of task?

There is still a gap that is not really investigated in the 

literature, namely a concrete definition of indicators for 

certain analytical tasks that can be solved through Visual 

Analytics systems. These indicators are strongly related to 

certain data types. We introduce in the following section 

these indicators and provide a relation to appropriate data. 

III. INDICATORS FOR ANALYTICAL TASKS IN MOBILITY

“Visual Analytics combines methods of interactive 

visualization with machine learning to enable complex task 

solving based on huge amount of data” [27]. “Employing the 

methods of Visual Analytics in the field of mobility and 

transport makes it necessary to identify and categorize 

indicators. These indicators have a strong relationship to data 

in Visual Analytics. Based on data and task a first 

classification of such indicators is possible. We have 

therefore identified content-based indicators and the related 

data that lead to solving such tasks in mobility, transportation 

and logistics” [32]. Aspects of the survey design, such as 

measurement frequency, sampling issues, and challenges 

from temporal and spatial correlation, are not discussed in 

this paper, but can be found in Andrienko et al. [10].  

Content-based “indicators that can be extracted from a 

variety of data should first be identified and categorized for 

the different analytical tasks in this domain. We identify the 

following categories of data and can relate four main 

indicators for the domain of mobility and transportation” 

[32]. We enhance our first classification [32] to provide a 



more general and valid classification of indicators in 

particular for mobility and mobility behaviour.  

• Behavioural Indicators include data that allow to

describe and analyse mobility behaviour. Such

indicators often focus on human decisions in terms of

transport mode, route and destination choices, as these

decisions are essential for building transport demand

models. Such models allow computer-based simulations

and forecasts of spatial movements of both, people and

goods (for information on transport demand models see

[12, 13, 14, 15]). Observing human choices is traditional

survey work and aims to model these decisions as the

foundation of transport models. New and sensor-based

information technologies, however, allow to directly

observe and analyse peoples´ spatial movements and

according mode-, route- and destination choices [16,

17]. Examples for such data are floating phone and

floating vehicle information, traffic and passenger

counts, and camera-, WIFI- and Bluetooth-based

observations (see e.g. [18, 19, 20]). Behavioural

indicators enable Visual Analytics systems to

investigate the mobility behaviour in a general manner.

• Geographical Indicators describe data that allow to

gather information about the geographical infrastructure

of mobility, transport and logistics. These indicators are

important data inputs for transport demand models as

spatial structures have a high impact on the question

who or which good travels from which origin to which

destination. In terms of peoples´ movements this is

influenced by the spatial distribution of e.g. home and

work locations, shopping opportunities and places for

recreation and leisure activities (see e.g. [12, 14]). In

terms of logistics a couple of additional, often cost-

based, effects are of importance. Examples are costs for

labour, storage, and transportation. Nowadays, such

information is often available online and in real time,

allowing an inclusion in transport analysis and forecasts

as well as approaches of visual analysis. Given

transportation incident data for example, visual

analytics can be used to derive accident hotpots and help

to identify potential causes [21]. “Geographical

indicators are the most wide-spread data. These

commonly occur as longitudes (east-west position) and

latitudes (north-south position), and points of interest.

These points of interest may be streets to uncover the

overall infrastructure or analyse specific points-of-

interest and enable solving analytical tasks” [32].

• Environmental Indicators are based on data that allow

us to get insights from the interaction between mobility

and our environment: e.g. the built environment in terms

of population density or diversity of usage, its

accessibility, weather, emissions (e.g. NO2, NOx),

pollution (e.g. air, noise), etc.. Including environmental

indicators into a certain mobility framework requires

nowadays in most cases dealing with (urban) big data.

Especially large-scale sensor data on transportation

emissions are currently of high interest in many fields 

of scientific research (see e.g. [20, 21]). For these 

applications the advantages of visual analytics lie at 

hand: the vast amount of information and the 

complexity of surrounding interactions makes it almost 

infeasible to gather a deeper understanding of the 

underlying mechanisms without the help of Visual 

Analytics. Even more environmental indicators enable 

Visual Analytics systems to investigate the link between 

mobility and the environment. 

• Technology and Innovation Indicators allow to gather

insights in current and future mobility trends and predict

possible future scenarios. Especially social media

applications such as Twitter, among others, provide

access to large-scale information that could be used to

derive new trends (see e.g. [24]). Additionally, other

sources like patent data can be also incorporated further

enrich the information pool [25]. “Technology and

Innovation indicators enable Visual Analytics systems

to provide information about early technological

signals” [26], “identify emerging trends” [27],

predicting upcoming trends etc. “This leads to strategic

decision making in industrial manufacturing and

investing to more future related concepts and

technologies. This area of Corporate Foresight plays

more and more an increasing role in mobility,

transportation and logistics” [32].

Visual Analytics helps to get an impression on uni-, bi-, 

and multivariate structures in the data. However, researchers 

and project managers must judge carefully if the data sources 

are reliable and valid to face a certain challenge. In terms of 

sensor based and transportation related data this includes the 

following questions [18]: 

• Which aspect of spatial movements or human decisions

are represented?

• Do the data fit the existing paradigm of travel behaviour

analysis?

• Do the data complement or substitute traditional survey

information?

• How can representativeness be achieved?

• Are the assumptions of data generation understood or is

there a black box?

Sensor data are subject of Behavioural Indicators, 

Geographical Indicators as well as Environmental Indicators 

and play thereby a crucial role: “They enable Visual 

Analytics systems, in particular with machine learning 

approaches, to gather not only information about the 

manufacturing and predict maintenance but also to collect 

usage data. A huge number of internal sensors in 

manufacturing, cars, rails etc. provide enough information for 

Visual Analytics” [32].  



One of many examples are vehicle emergency 

notification systems. “The European Commission has already 

published a regulation for so called “eCall Systems” that is 

mandatory for all cars manufactured later than April 2018” 

[28]. In nearby future the amount of sensor data reflecting 

individual mobility behaviour will continue to increase 

rapidly and thereby the request for Visual Analytic solutions 

will rise further. 

IV. APPLICATIONS SCENARIOS OF VISUAL ANALYTICS 

FOR MOBILITY 

A. An Application Scenario on Analyzing Technological

Trends in Mobility

The early identification of emerging technological

advancements and trends in mobility enables decision makers 

from manufacturing (e.g. car manufacturer, car supplier, 

traffic signal manufacturer), politics (e.g. municipalities) and 

strategic analysts (e.g. manufacturing analysts) “to detect 

technological trends and adapt strategic directions” [27]. For 

this purpose, several data types such as patent data, company 

data and scientific publications could be appropriate. “These 

data would allow to identify technologies at an early stage 

and react to the market developments appropriately” [27].  

“To illustrate our Visual Analytics system, scientific 

publications from different sources are used, e.g. Springer, 

Eurographics, IEEE etc. Thus, the indicators for this case 

study are” [27] “Technological and Innovation indicators”. In 

a first step, a common baseline is defined through the 

identification of appropriate data in certain databases. If these 

data do not provide any kind of information, data enrichment 

methods as described in [27, 29] are used to extract though a 

unique identifier, such as the Document Object identifier 

(DOI) with further information with web-mining methods 

[27, 29].  

Furthermore, data from other sources are gathered and 

compared either through the identifier or through the 

combination of several parameters that lead to a unique 

identification, e.g. in scientific publications title, year of 

publication and authors are used for enriching the data base. 

This method can be applied to eliminate duplicates too [27, 

29].  

After having an appropriate dataset for technology 

detection, “topics” are extracted through different methods, 

e.g. “Latent Dirichlet Allocation” [30] and “LSA” [27].

“With the enriched information a Visual Analytics system

can be provided that models the underlying data in different

ways and provide different perspectives on the data” [32] as

illustrated in Fig. 2 [27]. With this data the emerging

technologies are identified [27] and provide on macro- and

micro-level analysis capabilities.

Fig. 2 illustrates the technological trends from different 

perspectives on a micro-level [31]. The micro-level is given 

after an initial search and focuses on technologies that are 

directly related to that search-query [31].  

In example Fig. 2a provides a temporal spread of all 

technologies related to the search-term [31]. This kind of 

visualization enables more the identification of temporal 

spreads on micro-level.  

Fig. 2b illustrates the most relevant sub-technologies that 

are automatically extracted and illustrates their temporal 

spread too.  

Fig. 2c illustrates the most relevant key-players in a 

certain domain and their collaborators and provides the 

temporal spread of the key-player’s works that may indicate, 

if he or she is still working on this topic.  

Fig. 2d illustrates the geographical spread of the 

technologies by using the saturation to indicate on country-

level the amount of works in a certain domain. “Thereby, the 

exact amount of works and publications can be gathered 

through a mouseover interaction” [27].  

The described case study just introduced a small number 

of analytical possibilities. A deeper insight can be found in 

[27, 29, 31]. 

B. An Application Scenario for Analyzing the Geographical

Spread of Charging Stations

“Geographical indicators play for a variety of tasks in 

mobility, transportation and logistics an important role. The 

main aspect here is to detect geographical paths or points that 

are relevant to improve aspects of mobility, transportation 

and logistics. These could be streets, bridges, railway roads 

and many more. We use in this case study, with the same 

Visual Analytics System as described above, plug-in-

charging-stations worldwide. The goal is to provide a Visual 

Analytics system for charging station providers but also for 

political decision makers to analyse not only the charging 

behaviour but also the needs for further charging stations” 

[32].  

The data used here are from different providers. We tried 

“to use in particular first-hand data from the charging 

provider themselves. Redundancies were eliminated by 

unique identifiers” [32]. We used in this case latitudes and 

longitudes to identify duplicates in different datasets. “The 

data were enriched using data from service providers. As the 

Visual Analytics system is not a dedicated system just for 

plug in charging station, the user starts with a search (which 

is also provided in the overview) for plug charging. 

Thereafter a world map with a heatmap-visualization is 

provided to see where the most charging stations are as 

illustrated in Fig. 3a. Thus, this is a work-in-progress system, 

the data may have lacks in particular in Asia” [32]. “The 

Fig. 2. Our system the uses scientific publication as indicators for 
“technology and innovation indicators”: a) the temporal spread of a certain 

technology, b) different sub-technologies and their temporal spread, c) 

relevant key-players and their collaborators and d) a geographical spread of 

the technology. 



system allows zooming or filtering through the faceted search 

on the left bar. Zooming into a country shows first the overall 

coverage, which seems to be pretty good for Germany as 

illustrated in Fig. 3b. But it also shows that the north-east part 

of Germany has a lot of lacks. A further zoom reveals the 

lacks and illustrates clearly that beside greater cities like 

Frankfurt or Hamburg the coverage is not that good as 

illustrated” [32] in Fig. 3c.  

“The system makes use of semantic zoom and visualizes 

each charging station as a coloured dot as illustrated in Fig. 

3d. Green colour dots are used for free charging stations, 

whereas red dots are used to indicate that these charging 

stations are fee-based” [32]. Further “visual variables” can be 

used to provide more information, such as the availability of 

the stations, the usage-count or number of plugs in each 

station. 

V. CONCLUSIONS

Mobility and transportation “are influenced by a variety of 

indicators such as new technological developments, 

ecological and economic changes, political decisions and in 

particular humans’ mobility behaviour” [32]. We 

investigated in this paper “the entire domain of mobility and 

transportation” to set up a revised classification of useful and 

important indicators and relate them to appropriate data based 

on our previos work [32]. We therefore introduced first the 

Visual Analytics and an influential work on data 

classification in the domain of mobility and transportation. 

We could outline that this domain is just investigated through 

a view on data and a systematic view on indicators is not 

existing. We introduced through a systematic investigation of 

literature and real-world scenarios a classification of four 

main indicators: behavioural indicators, geographical 

indicators, environmental indicators and technology and 

innovation indicators. Our approach goes beyond the current 

state of the research, where only spatial-temporal data are 

considered with a comprehensible classification. We 

concluded our paper with two different case studies that are 

using different indicators. The cases studies were introduced 

to illustrate the added value from different perspectives on 

mobility. 

Fig. 3. Our System that make use of “geographical indicators”: a) illustrated the spread of the charging station on an overview-level (world), b) 

illustrates an overview of selected part in Europe, c) illustrates a more detailed view in certain area in Germany and d) illustrates with the semantic 
zoom, the charging stations. “The geographical spread of charging stations” [32] is visualized with semantic zoom, the more the user zooms into the 

visualization, the more information are provided. 
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